LAUNCH DATE:
JANUARY 29, 09 am EST

JVZOO AFFILIATE LINKS:
FE: 3D Virtual Studio by Levidio ($22 - $27 dimesale)
Use this coupon for instant $3 off: 3OFF
https://www.jvzoo.com/affiliates/info/323775

OTO1: 3D Virtual Studio PLATINUM ($37 dimesale)
https://www.jvzoo.com/affiliates/info/323776

DOWNSELL: 3D Virtual Studio PLATINUM Discount ($27 - $29)
https://www.jvzoo.com/affiliates/info/323780

OTO2: Levidio Bundle ($67)
https://www.jvzoo.com/affiliates/info/323782

JV PAGE:
http://levidio.com/virtualstudio/jv/

BONUS PAGE DOWNLOAD:
http://levidio.com/virtualstudio/bonus.zip
(replace YOUR_AFF_LINK with your actual affiliate link)

BONUS PAGE PREVIEW:
http://levidio.com/virtualstudio/bonus/

SEMI EXCLUSIVE BONUS:
http://levidio.com/virtualstudio/semiexclusive

SALES PAGE PREVIEW:
FE Sales page preview:
http://levidio.com/virtualstudio/

OTO1 sales page preview:
http://levidio.com/virtualstudio/platinum
OTO2 sales page preview:  
http://levidio.com/virtualstudio/congratulations

VSL:  
https://youtu.be/mRAz6wsUboA

EMAIL SWIPES:  
https://levidio.com/virtualstudio/jv/swipe-email/

PRICING STRATEGY

Price will be $22 - $25 (dimesale $0.01 per sale) starting from 09.00 am EST until midnight.

After that price increase from $25 - $27 during the launch period

coupon code valid for first 24 hours
instant $3 off using this coupon : 3OFF

we'll inform you later if we add new coupon code

PRODUCT DETAILS

With 3D Virtual Studio, you’ll get a huge collection of ready-to-use high quality Animated Virtual Studio Set with the price that less than 1 set. You’ll also be getting a static green screen version allowing you to put your own backdrops. Not only that, we have any other modules such as powerpoint virtual studio builder, green screen actors and motion video background that will take your spokesperson & green screen videos to the next level

FE : 3D Virtual Studio

240+ UNIQUE Virtual Studio and Green Screen Assets

- 65 Ready To Use Animated Virtual Studios
- 66 Static Green Screen Virtual Studios
- 99 3D Animated Motion Backgrounds
- Virtual Studio Builder : Build your own studio
- 16 Pre-made green screen actors

OTO1 : 3D Virtual Studio Platinum

220+ EXTRA UNIQUE Virtual Studio and Green Screen Assets

- 69 EXTRA Animated Virtual Studios
- 70 EXTRA Static Green Screen Virtual Studios
- 66 EXTRA 3D Animated Motion Backgrounds
- EXTRA Virtual Studio Builder: Build your own studio
- 18 EXTRA Pre-made green screen actors

**OTO 2: Levidio Bundle ($67)**
Get access to Levidio Motion Pro, Levidio Cinemagic and Levidio Volume 5 at super huge 65% discount price.

**SUPPORT DESK**
http://support.rootpixel.net/